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ABSTRACT: A laboratory experiment for teaching protein separation and detection in an
undergraduate biochemistry laboratory course is described. This experiment, performed in
two, 4 h laboratory periods, incorporates guided inquiry principles to introduce students to the
concepts behind and difficulties of protein purification. After using size-exclusion
chromatography to separate a mixture of proteins, students utilize a colorimetric enzymatic
assay and an immunoassay to determine the location of individual mixture components.
Students proceed to determine the molecular weight of each protein using gel electrophoresis
and generated mass spectrometric data. Completing this experiment provides students with an
opportunity to expediently separate proteins while learning about protein characterization.
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Protein production, purification, and characterization form
the focus of countless efforts in the biochemical research

laboratory. Navigating these techniques often requires a keen
understanding of concepts such as chromatography, protein−
antibody recognition, or enzymatic catalysis, marking these
techniques as ideal for introduction in an undergraduate
biochemistry laboratory course. Accordingly, protein isolation
and characterization have been the subjects of numerous
educational laboratory experiments for this setting.1−4 How-
ever, many of these efforts can often be difficult to adapt and
integrate into curricula because they often require a full
semester of instruction5−10 or expensive instrumentation.11−14

Here is described an alternative, adaptable experiment center-
ing on protein separation and detection that aims to improve
on student conceptual understanding using elements of guided
inquiry.
In crafting this experiment, a guided inquiry approach was

believed to be beneficial for students based on the
demonstrated advantages associated with discovery-oriented
learning.15 Recent educational reforms have emphasized
decreasing instructional-centered models of teaching in favor
of enhancing the learning process of individual students.16

Indeed, the standards and recommendations recently released
by the National Research Council17 highlight the importance of
incorporating inquiry into student practices as a means of
increasing scientific literacy and understanding of scientific
process. Guided inquiry laboratories expand on the framework
of traditional expository experimentation by enlarging the
responsibility thrust upon the students.15,18 While students are
presented a problem and protocols to navigate toward a
solution, it is largely up to the student to develop an overall

method toward this destination and to determine an optimal
method for communicating conclusions. With the student
acting as the driver in his own learning, there is a greater
opportunity to engage in higher level cognitive processes, such
as analysis and evaluation.19−21 Major critiques with this
method center on the increased instructor effort necessary for
development and implementation, demonstrating the need for
robust, adaptable experiments that can be practically
employed.18

The goals for this experiment center on succinctly
introducing students to (1) the fundamental concepts and
challenges associated with separating proteins and to (2)
different biomolecular interactions, such as those observed in
protein−protein or protein−substrate recognition, while
gaining the benefits of a guided inquiry format.22,23 In this
exercise, students are provided a designed mixture of proteins
and are asked to determine a way to isolate and ascertain the
molecular weight of each component. To represent different
protein classes and features, each component is distinguishable
either visually, by enzymatic assay, or by immunoassay.
Following size-exclusion chromatographic separation, students
determine which of their collected fractions contains each
protein using several different techniques. Each available
method is tailored to provide rapid data collection for student
analysis. Students utilize sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and convoluted mass spectra
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of each protein component as alternative methods for
molecular weight determination and must rationalize any
conflicts in their collected data. Throughout, students are
tasked with utilizing collected data to determine how to
approach subsequent experimental steps.
This guided inquiry experiment is designed to be concise and

adaptable, allowing it to be easily incorporated into a
biochemistry laboratory curriculum, providing a valuable
method for introducing students to protein separation and
detection.

■ EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Students work in groups of two to four depending on material
limitations. This experiment was performed over two, 4 h
periods following a 1 h lecture occurring during the week prior.
The experiment is divided into two parts, outlined in Table 1,
allowing for a break to occur between sessions after completing
Part I.

Part I: Separation and Identification of Proteins

Students are provided a mixture of proteins including
cytochrome c (12 kDa), bovine serum albumin (BSA, 66
kDa), and E. coli β-galactosidase (460 kDa) along with a
mixture of yellow riboflavin and blue dextran for determining
maximum and minimum column elution volumes. Using a size-
exclusion column, students collect fractions of eluent using the
dyed molecules as beginning and end point indicators.
Following separation, students are instructed to determine
the size of each protein, potentially using provided techniques
or information.
Students proceed to determine which fractions contain each

individual protein. Fractions containing cytochrome c are
readily identifiable by a visible red tint. To identify fractions
containing β-galactosidase, students utilize a colorimetric assay
fitted to β-galactosidase activity detection. Chlorophenol red-β-
D-galactoside (CPRG) is a substrate for β-galactosidase that
provides a quantitative and readily visible color change in buffer
medium and is frequently utilized as a direct method of
detecting the presence and concentration of β-galactosidase.
Additionally, an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay

(ELISA) was tailored for compatibility with a BSA-recognizing
antibody to produce an immunoassay for BSA detection. This
method allows for the detection of the presence of a
nonenzymatic protein indirectly through the use of an
antibody−enzyme conjugate capable of oxidizing the colorless
substrate 3,3′,5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) to a diimine
form that produces blue color in solution. Students utilize these

three methods (visual inspection, colorimetric assay, and
immunoassay) to determine which fractions contain each
component of their mixture. Students typically collect more
fractions than there are wells available in a provided
polyacrylamide gel for SDS-PAGE. As such, prior to continuing
to Part II, students must process their data to determine which
fractions to assess via SDS-PAGE.

Part II: Size Determination of Each Protein

Students prepare samples for loading on a precast poly-
acrylamide mini-gel by mixing with a provided loading dye and
denaturing with high heat. Prepared samples, alongside a
marker standard, are loaded on to a gel and subjected to
electrophoresis. Following SDS-PAGE separation, students
stain their gels in Coomassie solution and proceed to destain
their gels for visualization. Students determine molecular
weights by measuring migration distances of marker proteins,
constructing a standard line, and comparing migration distances
of their sample proteins.
Additionally, mass spectra of each purified protein were

collected (or, when unavailable, a representative spectrum was
constructed) by instructors. Students are provided these, with
each spectrum labeled with the position in which the protein
eluted (and no other identifying factors). Students are tasked
with utilizing the differing (and potentially conflicting) data
collected from assaying, electrophoresis, and mass spectrometry
to determine protein elution order and molecular weight.
After completing the physical component of this exercise,

students report the determined size of each protein in their
mixture in a written laboratory report. This report includes a
detailed explanation of how they came to each determination,
how they reconciled and prioritized any potential conflicting
data, and a discussion of the benefits and limitations of each
technique that contributed to their final results. Included in this
report is qualitative error analysis with comments on potential
causes of discrepancies in each students’ reported values.

■ HAZARDS

TMB is a mild irritant. CPRG and Coomassie reagent are not
hazardous but will stain skin and fabrics. Unpolymerized
acrylamide is hazardous and should not come into contact with
skin. Methanol and acetic acid are skin and eye irritants and
should be handled with caution. Students are required to wear
personal protective equipment at all times including gloves,
eyewear, and smock.

■ RESULTS

Student Results

This experiment was assessed during an implementation
involving 87 students in three separate sections. The majority
of students (69 of 87) attempting this experiment were able to
successfully design a path to complete the exercise and provide
an acceptable rationale for their determined protein molecular
weights. Overwhelmingly, students constructed a path involving
the utilization of both identification assays, SDS-PAGE analysis
for confirmation of protein identity, and mass spectral data for
higher accuracy size determination.
Students readily identified fractions containing β-galactosi-

dase visually, noting clear color changes produced by the
presence of galactosidase activity (Figure 1). Despite this being
a time-sensitive assay, this portion of the laboratory proved
remarkably robust, and few issues were reported.

Table 1. Experimental Workflow

Week Lab Activity

Week 1 Students are provided a protein mixture
Separation by column chromatography
Visual analysis identifies fractions containing cytochrome c
Analysis by ELISA immunoassay identifies fractions containing
BSA

Colorimetric assay identifies fractions containing β-galactosidase
Week 2 Students analyze samples from fractions with SDS-PAGE to aid in

protein size determination
Using collected data and provided MS spectra, students determine
size of individual protein from mixture

Students describe their results and justify their methodology,
process, and conclusions
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Similarly, students were able to identify fractions containing
BSA by visual inspection through ELISA analysis (Figure 2). A

common technical issue reported by students was high
background in color development, resulting in difficulty
interpreting ELISA data; color development is time sensitive,
and it is likely that slow reagent addition played a role, though
incomplete washing of wells cannot be dismissed as a
confounding factor.
The presence of individual proteins was confirmed through

SDS-PAGE analysis (Figure 3). Despite a large size difference
between β-galactosidase (460 kDa) and BSA (66 kDa),
coelution in fractions was common; however, severe overlap
was not as common in assay data (owing to lower detection

limits by Coomassie staining), and this did not frequently
inhibit subsequent analyses.
Analysis of provided mass spectral data was routine and did

not produce significant issues. However, one common error
arose when students attempt to rationalize differences in the β-
galactosidase mass observed in SDS-PAGE analysis and in
analysis of a mass spectrum for the protein. As β-galactosidase
exists as a homotetramer, the denaturing conditions of SDS-
PAGE yield a deceptively small mass; the majority of students
were able to identify this and provide an attempted explanation,
but a significant minority were unable to reconcile the mass
differences. Further, many included this in error analysis,
believing it to be a technical error.

Student Response

Students engaged in group retrospective analysis24,25 to rate
and rank the described protein isolation and assaying
experiment in comparison to other traditional experiments in
the course. Group retrospective analysis provides a method for
small groups of students to collectively come to a consensus on
assessments of each experiment, circumventing limitations that
arise in individual retrospective analysis. Here, groups of
students were tasked with rating each experiment in the course
on its ability to accomplish a defined educational goal, relating
to: the students’ perceived utility and relevance of each
experiment; how well completing each experiment emulated
engaging in authentic research; and how well each experiment
engaged students in the generation and critical evaluation of
data (see Supporting Information for complete prompts).
Subsequently, students ranked each experiment, relative to the
others, in its ability to accomplish each goal. Eighty-seven
students, working collectively in 15 groups of 5 or 6, provided
feedback. Ratings were collected as numerical inputs correlating
with how well student groups perceived that an education goal
was achieved, from ‘significantly accomplished’ to ‘not
accomplished at all’. Rankings were collected and utilized to
validate the data collected from rating questions, monitoring
the reliability of the ratings by referencing each rating against
the experimental rankings. The results of the experiment
ratings, including standard error of the mean and a statistical p-
value, are provided in the instructors’ notes (Table S1).
On the basis of the feedback collected in this assessment,

student groups indicated that they perceived this new
experiment to have high utility and relevance and believed
that this experiment was able to considerably prepare them for
work in a research environment; significantly, this exercise was
able to accomplish these goals as or more capably than other
experiments in the course (rankings not shown). Additionally,
student groups indicated that this exercise accomplished the
goal of providing an opportunity to generate and critically
evaluate data, a key benefit of many guided inquiry
laboratories,18 though not significantly moreso than other
experiments in the course. One potential remedy to this would
be to incorporate a quantitative component to each assay; for
example, the use of a plate reader would allow for more precise
determination of fractions containing each protein of interest.
Taken together, this feedback indicates that student perception
of the experiment was positive, especially in comparison to
other experiments in the course.
To aid in determining if long-term cognitive gains may have

been achieved, an end of semester assessment was conducted.
In this written evaluation, students are prompted with an
experimental issue centering on protein purification and are

Figure 1. Detection of β-galactosidase activity. Control solutions
(+,−) or samples from individual fractions of collected eluent are
incubated with yellow CPRG. Cleavage of the galactoside bond results
in the formation of red color in solution, indicating the presence of β-
galactosidase, observed at highest concentration in fraction 6.

Figure 2. Detecting the presence of BSA. Samples from individual
fractions of collected eluent are incubated in individual wells of a
microplate, allowing for protein adherence. Wells are successively
incubated with a BSA-recognizing antibody and a horseradish
peroxidase-linked antibody. After removing unbound antibody, wells
are incubated with TMB, where subsequent development of blue color
indirectly indicates the presence of BSA (as in fractions 10, 12, and
14).

Figure 3. SDS-PAGE results displaying electrophoresed proteins.
Samples from individual collected fractions of eluent were denatured
and electrophoresed through a polyacrylamide gel. Following gel stain
with Coomassie blue, proteins were visualized (depicted here in
grayscale). The annotation by each set of bands indicates the protein
identity. B-gal: β-galactosidase, 460 kDa (115 kDa subunits). BSA: 66
kDa. cyt-c: 12 kDa.
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provided several different hypotheses as to why the observed
experimental issue has occurred. Students are tasked with
providing written feedback that includes an evaluation of each
hypothesis and a described plan of further experimental
investigation (see Supporting Information for the written
assessment). This assessment was constructed not as an
attempt to elicit “correct” responses from students but rather
to determine if students are able to recontextualize concepts
from a laboratory experiment and apply them to new problems
(as they would in a research setting). As such, detailed analysis
of the assessment results is difficult. However, a course
instructor independent to the design of this study rated each
students’ response using a self-designed rubric, determining a
capability to provide complete evaluations for two of three
hypotheses as above average and three of three as exceptional
(see Supporting Information for the grading rubric). Encourag-
ingly, it was found that 40% of students (35 of 88) were able to
provide above average responses, and 19% (17 of 88) provided
exceptional responses.

■ DISCUSSION

This experiment has been implemented three times. Typical
course sizes include three sections of 25−35 students, primarily
sophomores and juniors that have previously or are
concurrently taking an introductory biochemistry lecture and
have at least one semester of experience in a research laboratory
(though this is not a requirement).
In crafting this experiment, a target was employed of

effectively introducing students to techniques involved in
protein separation and, importantly, to biomolecular inter-
actions that allow for protein detection. Regarding the first
point, students gain exposure to five different techniques
involved in protein purification and characterization and utilize
each collectively to pursue a solution to an experimental task.
Second, in prior years where students were exposed to similar
techniques but in disparate, expository laboratories, students
often struggled to distinguish between the molecular events
occurring while conducting different assays; for example,
students commonly displayed difficulty comprehending how a
colorimetric quantitation assay, such as a Bradford assay, is
employed differently than a colorimetric detection assay such as
the above-described ELISA. By completing this experiment,
students are able to implement and juxtapose different protein
detection techniques. In turn, students gain a greater
understanding of how proteins interact with different molecules
and, importantly, how these interactions can be taken
advantage of to aid in protein identification.
Students responded positively to the guided inquiry format

of this exercise. As noted above, students overwhelmingly
adopted a near identical path to navigating this laboratory,
indicating that the guiding provided is likely too explicit.
Despite this, student-provided feedback demonstrated that the
majority found this exercise, the only experiment in the course
to adopt this format, to best emulate useful methodologies
necessary in conducting biochemical research. Several students
indicated that the opportunity to use different methods to solve
a larger problem was helpful. Importantly, many students were
able to later demonstrate their conceptual understanding of
protein interactions by proposing methods for investigating a
similar, but unrelated, experimental subject in a written
assessment.
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